The Use of DIXON Method in Imaging of Ankle and Foot
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Advantages of DIXON method in MR imaging of ankle and foot

Introduction

Sagittal plane: Fat suppression in the Kager’s fat pad, fatty areas of heel and
around the tarsal bones is almost always homogeneous with Dixon method,
which diferentiates it from other chemically selective fat suppression
methods.
With the availability of fluid-sensiive sequences with or without fat
suppression, stress fractures of the calcaneus and tarsal bones are easier to
identify.

The majority of signals obtained during an MRI scan originate from
hydro gen nuc l ei i n water and fat. The reso nanc e frequen c y
value of hydrogen nuclei in water is slightly bigger than in fat. In
a m a g n e t i c f i e l d o f 1 . 5 Te s l a t h e y a re o ffs e t e ve r y 2 . 4 m s .
The Dixon exploits this phase difference to gather data
and create images. (1, 3)

Axial plane: With fluid-sensitive Dixon sequences with fat suppression,
pathological changes with high signal intensity are easier to differentiate. In
sequences without fat suppression applied, there is better visibility of the
ligament structures morphology of the ankle.

Figure 1. Representation of transverse magnetization vectors of water and fat in acquisitions with
different TE(indicated in ms), based on the resonant frequency of water, in a 1.5 T scanner.

Figure 2. MRI of the right ankle in sagittal sequences. (A) Sequence made in time
Technical aspects of the DIXON technique
when the protons are aligned – ''In phase'' (IP) image, (B) sequence when the
This method allows gathering of separate signals for water and fat in protons are in phase opposition –''out of phase'' (OP) image, (C) adding the IP to OP
post-processing - while other techniques gather images during the image gives us a water proton – ''water only'' image and (D) by substracting the OP
from IP image a ''fat only'' image is generated.

scanning process.
The first acquisition is made at a time when the protons are aligned –
in-phase (IP image), followed by an acquisition when protons are out of
phase (OP image). By adding the IP to OP image a water proton – water
only (WO) image is generated, by subtracting the OP from IP image a fat
only (FO) image is obtained. (1,2).
In this way 4 sets of different images are generated.
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Conclusion

Because of its advantages, the use of Dixon method has good application and
increasing role in imaging of the musculoskeletal system, as it better
demonstrates the uniform fat signal suppression in extremities and other
investigated areas, where magnetic field homogeneity is often impaired.

Figure 3. MRI of the left foot. Sagittal Proton Density Dixon Water Only (1), and Sagittal
Proton Density Fat Sat sequence (2). In the Dixon water only image the interface
between the calf muscles, tendon and Kager fat pad are much more evident and clear,
compared to the proton density fat sat. Moreover the pathological changes in the soft
tissues surrounding the tarsal bones are better delineated with the Dixon technique.
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